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Two lines, L-19-613 and L-19-626, were produced from the common wheat cultivar

Longmai 19 (L-19) by six consecutive backcrosses using biochemical marker–assisted selec-

tion. L-19 (Glu-D1a, Glu-A3c/Gli-A1?; Gli-A1? is a gene coding for unnamed gliadin) and

L-19-613 (Glu-D1d, Glu-A3c/Gli-A1?) formed a set of near-isogenic lines (NILs) for

HMW-GS, while L-19-613 and L-19-626 (Glu-D1d, Glu-A3e/Gli-A1m) constituted another

set of NILs for the LMW-GS/gliadins. The three L-19 NILs were grown in the wheat breeding

nursery in 2007 and 2008. The field experiments were designed using the three-column con-

trast arrangement method with four replicates. The three lines were ranked as follows for mea-

surements of gluten strength, which was determined by the gluten index, Zeleny sedimenta-

tion, the stability and breakdown time of the farinogram, the maximum resistance and area of

the extensogram, and the P and W values of the alveogram: L-19-613 > L-19-626 > L-19. The

parameters listed above were significantly different between lines at the 0.05 or 0.01 level. The

Glu-D1 and Glu-A3/Gli-A1 loci had additive effects on the gluten index, Zeleny sedimenta-

tion, stability, breakdown time, maximum resistance, area, P and W values. Although genetic

variation at the Glu-A3/Gli-A1 locus had a great influence on wheat quality, the genetic differ-

ence between Glu-D1d and Glu-D1a at the Glu-D1 locus was much larger than that of

Glu-A3c/Gli-A1? and Glu-A3e/Gli-A1m at the Glu-A3/Gli-A1 locus. Glu-D1d had negative ef-

fects on the extensibility and the L value compared with Glu-D1a. In contrast, Glu-A3c/

Gli-A1? had a positive effect on these traits compared with Glu-A3e/Gli-A1m.
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Introduction

Wheat baking quality mainly depends on two types of storage proteins: glutenins and

gliadins. Glutenins are further divided into two groups according to their molecular

weights and mobility in sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(SDS-PAGE): the high-molecular-weight glutenin subunit (HMW-GS) and the low-mo-

lecular-weight glutenin subunit (LMW-GS) (Bietz and Wall 1972). HMW-GS and

LMW-GS are encoded by genes at the Glu-1 and Glu-3 loci, which are located on the long

and short arms of homoeologous group 1 chromosomes, respectively (Payne 1987;

Gianibelli et al. 2001)). Gliadins are divided into four subgroups based on their mobility in

acid polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (A-PAGE): a (the fastest), b, g, and w (the slow-

est) (Bushuk and Zillman 1978; Gianibelli et al. 2001). Genes encoding gliadin compo-

nents are located at the Gli-1 (Gli-A1, Gli-B1, and Gli-D1) and Gli-2 (Gli-A2, Gli-B2, and

Gli-D2) loci on the short arms of homologous group 1 and 6 chromosomes (Payne 1987;

Gianibelli et al. 2001). Some studies indicated that some gliadin bands are tightly linked

and inherited together; these components are called gliadin blocks (Sozinov and

Poperelya 1970; Sozinov and Poperelya 1980; Sozinov and Poperelya 1982). Alleles of

111 gliadins were identified and named by Metakovsky (1991). At the same time, a list of

standard cultivars was also defined, which laid a solid foundation for the study and utilisa-

tion of gliadin.

HMW-GS can be easily distinguished by 1-D SDS-PAGE (Gupta and Shepherd 1990;

Gianibelli et al. 2001). The effect of HMW-GS on baking quality mainly depends on the

composition of the HMW-GS and the quantity of each subunit (Sontag-Strohm et al. 1996;

Ragupathy et al. 2008; Jin et al. 2012). The results of these HMW-GS studies were widely

used in wheat quality breeding for determining which parents to cross and for selection of

progeny (Redaelli et al. 1997; Fang et al. 2009; Rasheed et al. 2012). The structure of

LMW-GS is similar to that of HMW-GS, and the composition of these molecules is also

strongly related to wheat baking quality (Payne 1987; Gupta and Shepherd 1990;

Sontag-Strohm et al. 1996; Redaelli et al. 1997; Gianibelli et al. 2001). However, the

LMW-GS are difficult to distinguish by 1-D SDS-PAGE, mainly because of their overlap-

ping and tight genetic linkage with the gliadins (D’Ovidio and Masci 2004; Zhang et al.

2012). Thus, compared with HMW-GS, much less is known about the effects of

LMW-GS (Redaelli et al. 1995; Gianibelli et al. 2001). Based on sequence poly-

morphisms among LMW-GS genes, functional markers were developed and used for

marker-assisted selection in wheat breeding (Wang et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2012). According

to the reported by Liu et al. (2010), functional markers developed by Wang et al. (2010)

are the simplest, most accurate, lowest cost method for identification of Glu-A3 alleles,

compared to the SDS-PAGE, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE, IEF ×

SDS-PAGE), matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrome-

try (MALDI-TOF-MS). Based on conserved structure and length polymorphisms among

LMW-GS genes, a new marker system was developed for identifying LMW-GS genes

(Zhang et al. 2011). However, further work is necessary to characterize LMW-GS genes

in hundreds of wheat varieties with this new marker system (Zhang et al. 2011).
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Here, we carried out six consecutive backcrosses with Longmai 19 (HMW-GS compo-

sition 2*, 7*+9, 2+12) as the recurrent parent and the Canadian wheat variety Marquis

(HMW-GS composition 1, 7*+9, 5+10) as the donor of subunits 5+10 in the backcrosses.

The sister lines L-19-613 and L-19-626 were formed from this process. HMW-GS (en-

coded by Glu-D1) and LMW-GS/gliadin (encoded by Glu-A3/Gli-A1) were identified by

SDS-PAGE, A-PAGE (Jiang et al. 2011), and functional markers for the Glu-A3 locus

(Song et al. 2012). The only difference between L-19 and L-19-613 was the Glu-D1 locus;

thus, these lines formed a pair of Glu-D1a/Glu-D1d near-isogenic lines (NILs). Similarly,

L-19-626 (Glu-A3e/Gli-A1m) and L-19-613 (Glu-A3c/Gli-A1?; Gli-A1? is a gene coding

for unnamed gliadin) formed a pair of Glu-A3/Gli-A1 NILs. L-19-626 had the closely

linked Glu-A3e/Gli-A1m gene from its 5+10 subunit donor, Marquis, while L-19 and

L-19-613 had the closely linked Glu-A3c/Gli-A1? gene. The aims of this study were to

precisely evaluate the genetic effects of different subunits on the quality of NILs of the

wheat cultivar Longmai 19 and to provide useful information for breeding programmes

aimed at enhancing wheat quality.

Materials and Methods

Plant materials and field experiment design

The HMW-GS composition of L-19 was 2*, 7*+9, and 2+12, and the alleles at the

Glu-A3/Gli-A1 locus were Glu-A3c/Gli-A1?. The HMW-GS composition of L-19-613

was 2*, 7*+9, and 5+10, with Glu-A3c/Gli-A1? at the Glu-A3/Gli-A1 locus. L-19-626 had

a HMW-GS composition of 2*, 7*+9, 5+10, with alleles Glu-A3e/Gli-A1m at the

Glu-A3/Gli-A1 locus. Except for the loci mentioned above, there were no differences in

glutenins and gliadins among L-19, L-19-613, and L-19-626. The field experiments were

designed using the three-column contrast arrangement method with four replicates, and

the experiments were performed in 2007 and 2008 at the Heilongjiang Academy of Agri-

cultural Sciences, Harbin, China.

Electrophoresis

Glutenins were fractionated by SDS-PAGE as described by Ji et al. (2008) except that the

separating gel was changed to a concentration of 12%. Gliadins were fractionated by

A-PAGE as described by Zhang et al. (1997) with the exception that both the separating

gel and the stacking gel were changed to a concentration of 6%. The HMW-GS were

named following the nomenclature of Payne and Lawrence (1983), and the LMW-GS

were named following Gupta and Shepherd (1990). The gliadins were classified using the

nomenclature of Metakovsky (1991).

Quality analysis

A Quadrumat® Senior mill (Brabender Co., Germany) was used to produce wheat flour

according to the standard method of the American Association of Cereal Chemists 26–20

(AACC 26–20). The flour protein content was determined using a DA7200 Diode Array
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Analyzer (Perten Co., Sweden). The wet and dry gluten content as well as the gluten index

were obtained using a Glutomatic 2200 (Glutomatic System, Perten Co.) according to the

National Standard of China 14608-93 (GB/T 14608-93). The Zeleny sedimentation value

was recorded using a shaker (Brabender Co.), according to AACC 56–61. Dough rheolog-

ical characters were determined using a Micro-Farinograph (Brabender Co.), an

Extensograph® (Brabender Co.), and an MA82 Chopin Alveograph (Tripette et Renaud,

France) according to AACC54-21, AACC54-10, and ISO 5530-4, respectively.

Results

SDS-PAGE and A-PAGE analysis

The glutenins and gliadins of L-19 NILs were analysed by SDS-PAGE and A-PAGE. The

only difference between L-19 and L-19-613 was HMW-GS (encoded by Glu-D1), and the

only difference between L-19-626 and L-19-613 was LMW-GS/gliadins (encoded by

Glu-A3/Gli-A1) (Figs S1 and S2*). An LMW-GS band identified in both L-19 and

L-19-613 by SDS-PAGE, but not observed in L-19-626 or Marquis, was termed the

L-19-613-specific band (Fig. S1); the mobility of this band was the same as that of the

LMW-GS Glu-A3c. Similarly, an L-19-626-specific LMW-GS band was identified on the

L-19-626 and Marquis glutenin SDS-PAGE electrophoretogram but was not found in

L-19 or L-19-613 (Fig. S1).

Protein, gluten and sedimentation values

The greatest difference in average flour protein content among the three Longmai 19 NILs

from the two study years was 0.4% (Table S1). The maximum difference in average dry

gluten content between L-19-626 and L-19-613 was 1% in 2007 and was 0.3% in 2008.

That is, the NILs of Glu-A3e/Gli-A1m had a slightly but significantly higher quantity of

protein than those of Glu-A3c/Gli-A1? (p < 0.01).

The wet gluten content of L-19-613 was the lowest among the NILs in both study years

(Table S1), with a mean content across both years that was 5% lower than that of L-19-626

and was 3% lower than that of L-19 (p < 0.01 for both). The difference between NILs may

be attributed to the stronger contraction force of gluten in L-19-613, which resulted in its

low water retention rate.

L-19-613 had the highest gluten index, followed by L-19-626 and L-19 (Table S1). The

2-year average gluten index of L-19-613 was 18.6% and 41.3% higher than those of

L-19-626 and L-19, respectively (p < 0.01).

L-19-613 also had the highest 2-year average Zeleny sedimentation value, followed by

L-19-626 and L-19 (Table S1). The 2-year average of L-19-613 was 12.7% (p < 0.01) and

18.6% (p < 0.01) higher than those of L-19-626 and L-19, respectively. The 2-year aver-

age of L-19-626 was also significantly higher than that of L-19 (p < 0.05).
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Farinograph parameters

L-19-626 had the greatest 2-year average water absorption, followed by L-19 and

L-19-613 (Table S1). Determining the cause of this difference will require further study.

However, the differences were slight, with the greatest difference (1.1%) between

L-19-626 and L-19-613. The development time did not show consistent results in the L-19

NILs over the two years, possibly due to environmental effects. The stability and break-

down time of L-19-613 were 28.1% and 18.0% greater than those of L-19-626 and were

95.2% and 51.3% greater than those of L-19, respectively. The differences in the 2-year

average stability and breakdown time among the three NILs were significant at the 0.01

level.

Extensograph parameters

L-19-613 had a greater maximum resistance and area in the extensogram, followed by

L-19-626 and L-19 (Table S1). The 2-year average of maximum resistance and area of

L-19-613 were 46.3% and 51.7% higher than those of L-19-626 and were 133.3% and

121.3% higher than those of L-19 (both p < 0.01). The 2-year extensibility of L-19 was

greater than that of L-19-613, followed by L-19-626. The differences in the 2-year aver-

age extensibility of the three NILs were all significant (p < 0.01). The extensibility of

L-19-626 was the lowest, which indicates a negative effect of Glu-D1d and

Glu-A3e/Gli-A1m.

Alveograph parameters

As illustrated in the alveogram, L-19-613 had the highest average P and W values for both

years, followed by L-19-626 and L-19 (Table S1). The 2-year average P and W values of

L-19-613 were 7.4% (p = 0.05) and 18.2% (p = 0.01) higher than those of L-19-626 and

were 21.5% (p = 0.01) and 37.4% (p = 0.01) higher than those of L-19, respectively. In

2008, L-19 had the greatest L value, followed by L-19-613 and L-19-626; this order was

the same as the extensibility measured using the extensograph. However, in 2007,

L-19-613 had the greatest L value, followed by L-19-626 and L-19. The reason that the

performance of L-19 differed so greatly over the two years is still under study. Compared

with Glu-A3c/Gli-A1?, the two years of data from the alveograph indicate that

Glu-A3e/Gli-A1m has a negative influence on P, W, and L values.

Discussion

The Longmai 19 NILs provided excellent material for genetic analysis (Popineau et al.

1994; Sontag-Strohm et al. 1996; Redaelli et al. 1997; Lv et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2008,

2010). First, the NILs have the same genetic background except for the gene under analy-

sis. The influence of genetic background on gene analysis was therefore eliminated in the

NILs. Second, the use of NILs with the same developmental stages and maturation periods

can minimise the impact of environmental factors on the NILs with different subunits.
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Therefore, the character differences of the NILs reflect the genetic differences of specific

genes in certain environments (Zhang et al. 2010).

The flour protein content of L-19-613, L-19-626, and L-19 in 2008 was 0.4%, 0.4%,

and 0.5% higher than in 2007, respectively. However, dry gluten content decreased by

0.4%, 1.1%, and 0.4%, and wet gluten content decreased by 3.2%, 4.2%, and 2.0%, re-

spectively, from 2007 to 2008. Although the wet and dry gluten content were lower in

2008 than in 2007, other quality parameters, including the gluten index, sedimentation

value, stability and breakdown time of the farinograph, maximum resistance and area of

the extensograph, and W value of the alveograph, were higher in 2008. The same phenom-

enon was also observed in a previous study of HMW-GS NILs (Zhang et al. 2008). On the

one hand, the results indicate that flour protein contains both gluten and non-gluten pro-

teins; thus, the flour protein content was not always directly proportional to the gluten pro-

tein content. On the other hand, various factors influence wheat quality and can cause

complex changes. Even in the same cultivar, high protein content is not necessarily corre-

lated with high gluten content, and high gluten content does not indicate high quality. The

finding that non-gluten protein content increased while gluten protein content decreased

in all NILs suggests that all NILs shared the same genetic background and that their re-

sponse to environmental change also remained consistent.

Some studies indicate that variations at the Glu-D1 and Glu-A3/Gli-A1 loci have little

influence on the quantity of gluten but have a greater influence on the quality of gluten

(Sontag-Strohm et al. 1996; Redaelli et al. 1997; Lv et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2008, 2010);

these findings are in accord with our results. In this study, the NILs with the gene Glu-A3e

had slightly increased protein and dry gluten content. However, these increases were not

significant. The differences in gluten quantity (protein and dry gluten content) among the

L-19 NILs were small. Therefore, the quality differences among the L-19 NILs were

caused by protein quality rather than quantity.

Following the method proposed by Ji et al. (2008), 7.5% isopropanol and 0.3 mol/L NaI

were employed to remove prolamin and other monomeric proteins. After extracting all the

wheat glutenin subunits from L-19-626, a key protein, termed the L-19-626-specific band,

was identified using SDS-PAGE. Bands with same mobility were also found in seven

wheat varieties, including Marquis (Canada), Neepawa (Canada), Klein Martillo (Argen-

tina), Halberd (Australia), Magali Blondeau (France), Aoba-komugi (Japan), and Splen-

dor (USA) (data not shown), which possessed the LMW-GS alleles Glu-A3e at Glu-A3 lo-

cus identified by SDS-PAGE, 2-DE, MALDI-TOF-MS and functional markers, accord-

ing to the results reported by Liu et al. (2010). In segregating populations derived from a

cross of L-19 and L-19-626, we found that the lines with an L-19-626-specific band iden-

tified by SDS-PAGE contained Gli-A1m and Glu-A3e, as identified by A-PAGE and the

functional markers for Glu-A3e, and the lines with an L-19-613-specific band identified

by SDS-PAGE contained Gli-A1? and Glu-A3c, as identified by A-PAGE and the func-

tional markers for Glu-A3c (Song et al. 2012). Gupta et al. (1990) reported that the

Glu-A3e subunit is not expressed; thus, the band could have been a closely linked protein

marker of Glu-A3e if it was not the subunit encoded by Glu-A3e. The study of Liu et al.
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(2010) revealed that Glu-A3e possesses a special peak in MALDI-TOF-MS. The studies

on the nature of the L-19-D626-specific band are in progress.

The values of most wheat quality parameters related to strong gluten were greatest in

L-19-D613, followed by L-19-D626 and L-19. Based on the percentage increase in the

different quality parameters, variations in the two loci had the greatest effect on maximum

resistance, followed by the area of the extensogram, stability, breakdown time, and the

gluten index. The same genetic variation had different effects on other quality parameters,

suggesting that most quality parameters are correlative, yet relatively independent (Zhang

et al. 2008).

Some studies have suggested that the W and P values of the alveograph are closely cor-

related with the area and maximum resistance of the extensograph; this relationship was

significant at the 0.01 level. Typically, data from the alveograph and the extensograph are

highly consistent (Wei 1998; Zhang et al. 2006; Li 2009). Although the three NILs were

weak-gluten cultivars, as indicated by the maximum resistance measured by the

extensograph, the P value generated from the alveograph suggested that the three NILs

were either strong- (2007) or medium-gluten varieties (2008). Thus, the P value was not

consistent with maximum resistance, which is consistent with the results of our previous

study (Ding et al. 2012).

The effects of the alleles Glu-1 and Glu-A3/Gli-A1 are largely additive (Gupta et al.

1989; Sontag-Strohm et al. 1996; Redaelli et al. 1997). In the present study, the effects of

the alleles Glu-D1, encoding HMW-GS, and Glu-A3/Gli-A1, encoding LMW-GS and

gliadins, on gluten index, sedimentation value, stability of the farinograph, and the maxi-

mum resistance and area of the extensograph were largely additive.

Gupta et al. (1989) noted that “The effect of the LMW glutenin allele Glu-A3m on both

dough resistance and dough extensibility was relatively larger than that of the HMW

glutenin allele Glu-A1b at both sites”. In this study, although genetic variation at the

Glu-A3/Gli-A1 locus had a great influence on wheat quality, the genetic difference be-

tween the d and a alleles of the Glu-D1 locus was much greater than that of the c/? and e/m

alleles at the Glu-A3/Gli-A1 locus. Based on the 2-year average, the contribution of the

Glu-D1 locus to differences in maximum resistance and area of the extensograph, stability

and breakdown time of the farinograph, and gluten index was twice as great as that of the

Glu-A3/Gli-A1 locus.

Zhang et al. (2012) reported that Glu-A3e produced the lowest quality parameters

among five Glu-A3 alleles (including Glu-A3b, Glu-A3c, Glu-A3d, Glu-A3f). The results

showed that Zeleny sedimentation value, stability, the maximum resistance, area and ex-

tensibility of GluA-3c were 15.7%, 54.3%, 74.2%, 86.3% and 13.7% higher than those of

GluA-3e in the genetic background of Aroona, respectively. In this study, the results

showed that the 2-year average of Zeleny sedimentation value, stability, the maximum re-

sistance, area and extensibility of GluA-3c were 12.7%, 28.1%, 46.3%, 51.7% and 4.9%

higher than those of GluA-3e in the genetic background of L-19 with 5+10 subunit, re-

spectively. In GluA-3 locus, GluA-3c showed better quality parameters than GluA-3e in

diverse genetic background.
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In this study, compared with the 5+10 subunit, the 2+12 subunit had a negative influ-

ence on the maximum resistance and area measured by the extensograph and the P and W

values measured by the alveograph, but had a positive influence on extensibility and

L value, which is consistent with the results of previous studies (Redaelli et al. 1997;

Lv et al. 2004). However, Gli-A1m/Glu-A3e had a negative influence on extensibility and

L value compared with Gli-A1?/Glu-A3c. Therefore, Gli-A1m/Glu-A3e appears to be an

inferior gene, which is undesirable for wheat breeding for either strong or medium gluten

(Gupta et al. 1989; Zhang et al. 2012).

Because of the close linkage between Gli-A1m alleles and Glu-A3e alleles, it is easier to

identify gliadin Gli-A1m using A-PAGE than to determine LMW-GS Glu-A3e using

SDS-PAGE. Identification of gliadins is simpler, less expensive, and easily adoptable to

wheat breeding programmes (Singh and Shepherd 1988; Redaelli et al. 1995; Melnikova

et al. 2012).

The suggestion that the influence of variation at the Glu-A3/Gli-A1 locus on wheat

quality (i.e., the quality difference between L-19-613 and L-19-626) is caused by differ-

ences in LMW-GS or gliadin is still controversial (Payne et al. 1984; Gupta et al. 1989;

Nieto-Taladriz et al. 1994; Khatkar et al. 2002a, b). Some studies have suggested that

gliadin alleles at the Gli-1 locus influence wheat gluten strength (Nieto-Taladriz et al.

1994; Khatkar et al. 2002a, b), while others attribute the influence of Gli-1 to the close

linkage with Glu-3 alleles (Payne et al. 1984; Gupta et al. 1989). The results of the present

study on the structure of glutenin and gliadin suggest that the quality difference between

NILs L-19-613 and L-19-626 was mainly caused by LMW-GS.
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